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1.0 Introduction 

This report is the output of a site visit undertaken by Tim Jacklin of the Wild 

Trout Trust to the Kingston Brook, near Kingston on Soar, Nottinghamshire 

on 8th December, 2022. Comments in this report are based on observations 

on the day of the site visit and discussions with staff from the Environment 

Agency (EA), Trent Valley Internal Drainage Board (TVIDB), University of 

Nottingham (landowners) and Natural England (NE). 

Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right 

hand bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream. 

 

2.0 Catchment Overview 

The Kingston Brook is a 25-km long watercourse draining a catchment area 

of 61 km2 situated in the Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire Wolds to the 

north-west of Loughborough. The geology of the area is Jurassic mudstone 

bedrock with superficial deposits of alluvium. The Brook is a tributary of the 

River Soar, joining the latter near the village of Kingston on Soar. The 

watercourse is classified as poor ecological status under the Water 

Framework Directive (Table 1), with failures for macrophytes, dissolved 

oxygen and phosphate. 

The Brook is classified as Ordinary Watercourse and is maintained by TVIDB. 

River Kingston Brook 

Waterbody Name Kingston Brook Catchment (Trib of Soar) 

Waterbody ID GB104028046600 

Management Catchment Soar > Soar River 

River Basin District Humber 

Current Ecological Quality Overall status of Poor ecological status sustained through three assessment cycles. 
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U/S Grid Ref inspected SK5118326987 

D/S Grid Ref inspected SK5026327729 

Length of river inspected  1.3km 

Table 1 Information from https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB104028046600 

 

The reach inspected lies upstream of Gotham Road bridge in Kingston on 

Soar (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1 Map of reach inspected (www.magic.defra.gov.uk). Flow is east to west.  
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Figure 2 LiDAR map (1m DTM) of the reach inspected (https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.htm) 

showing the significant historic straightening of the channel. 

 

3.0 Habitat Assessment 

The in-stream habitat quality of the reach inspected is impacted by the 

historical straightening and deepening of the watercourse for land drainage 

and flood risk reduction. The channel is a uniform width, there is little 

variation in depth and an absence of a pool-riffle sequence. Riverbed 

substrate comprises river-washed, rounded gravels. 

About halfway along the reach the Brook is impounded by a weir and sluices 

to provide a feed into an ornamental lake (The Pool) in the grounds of 

Kingston Hall (Photo 1 and  Photo 2). At the time of the visit the sluice gates 

were open (lifted) allowing all flow down the brook (no feed into the pool). 

Upstream of the sluices the brook channel is uniformly wide and shallow, 

although the depth here will be greater when the sluices are closed. The 

impounding effect on the brook upstream of the weir/sluices was evident for 

approximately 580m to the upstream extent of the visit; this will extend 

further when the sluices are closed. 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.htm
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Photo 1 Weir and sluices at the intake to the Pool. 

 

Photo 2 As above, view from upstream. The sluices were open on the day of the visit with all the flow of the brook bypassing The 

Pool via the channel to the south. 
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Photo 3 Bypass channel to the south of The Pool. 

 

Photo 4 Wide, shallow impounded reach upstream of The Pool. Note the shallow depth due to the sluices being open. 
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The weir (Photo 1) has a smooth, sloping concrete face which steepens at 

the downstream end. A few metres downstream is a row of sheet piles 

driven perpendicularly across the channel at c.10cm above low water level. 

The weir is a total barrier to fish migration, whether the sluices are closed or 

open. In the latter case, the fast, shallow flows over the face of the weir 

exceed the swimming capabilities of most fish species. 

Downstream of the weir, the brook flows for 340m through a shallow, 

gravel-bedded channel bordering the southern embankment of The Pool 

before joining its outflow (Photo 3). Presumably this channel is depleted of 

flow when the sluices are closed and water is being diverted into The Pool. 

Downstream of The Pool outflow, the brook follows a straightened course for 

350m to Gotham Road bridge (downstream limit of the visit). Both banks are 

fenced and maintenance of this section has been relatively light touch, 

particularly along the right bank, which has allowed the river channel to 

regain a natural width, develop a well-vegetated riparian zone and support 

good in-stream habitat (Photo 5). 

Approximately 50m upstream of the road bridge is a redundant EA flow 

gauging weir (Photo 6). The weir is a partial barrier to fish passage (it has a 

central notch which may allow stronger-swimming fish species to cross) but 

as there is no need to retain the structure, fish passage and in-stream 

habitat would be greatly improved by its full removal. This could also provide 

benefits to the EA in terms of reduced liability and maintenance costs. 
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Photo 5 Better habitat downstream of The Pool where the right bank (Kingston Hall parkland) maintenance regime has been 

lighter. 

 

Photo 6 Redundant EA flow gauging weir near the downstream end of the reach. 
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4.0 Recommendations 

4.1 River restoration approach 

The most beneficial approach in terms of river habitat improvement and fish 

passage would be a restoration project which realigned the course of the 

brook to a more natural planform and bypassed existing weirs. Figure 3 and 

Figure 4 illustrate the concept, which would require development via detailed 

survey and design, alongside consideration of feasibility and constraints 

which could include landowner agreement, utilities (gas, water, etc.), flood 

risk, archaeology, ecological impacts (during construction) and cost. 

 

Figure 3 Concept of river restoration project upstream of The Pool. Restored, naturalised channel (blue line) 

alongside a conduit (ditch, pipe) supplying water to top up the lake (red line). The extent shown is 

approximately that of the present impounding effect; the channels could be made shorter, but reducing the 

length would proportionally increase the gradient of the blue channel, requiring it to be more engineered (bank 

and bed armouring). 
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Figure 4 Concept of river restoration project on the reach downstream of the pool. The brook course could be 

realigned to meander across low-lying adjacent land (its floodplain) with the present channel back-filled; 

illustrative courses are shown in red/blue. The restored channel would bypass the gauging weir and spread the 

head loss (gradient) over a series of natural gravel riffles.  

4.2 Fish passage improvement 

If channel realignment is not feasible, fish passage could be improved as 

follows: 

• Remove the redundant gauging weir and install constructed riffles (bed 

checks) to manage the gradient and prevent the brook from head-

cutting and causing bank erosion (Photo 7). A simple levels survey of 

the riverbed (longitudinal profile) would inform the placement of the 

riffles. 
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Photo 7 Example of a constructed ‘riffle’. Substrate size would likely be smaller for the brook but selected to be 

stable (according to shear stress). 

 

• At the weir and sluices, fish passage could be improved via an 

easement, rather than a professionally designed ‘technical’ fish pass 

which is unlikely to be cost-beneficial. The aim would be to deepen and 

slow the flow over the weir, which could be achieved using a 

combination of ‘low cost baffles’ (Photo 8 and Photo 9) or embedded 

rocks/boulders (Photo 10) and one or more pre-barrages downstream 

(Figure 5). 

Pre-barrages raise the water level at the base of the weir and can take 

various forms, from notched weirs to constructed rapids/riffles as 

above (Photo 7). The aim in this case would be to drown out the steep 

section at the downstream end of the weir face. 
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Photo 8 Low-cost baffles during installation 

 

Photo 9 Low-cost baffles installed on an EA flow gauging weir at Ilam, Staffs. 
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Photo 10 A rock ramp fish easement which provides passage for a wide range of fish species and sizes. This is an 

alternative option to low-cost baffles at The Pool offtake weir and could take various forms, including: partial or 

complete replacement of the weir; construction within a new channel bypassing the weir (a much-shortened 

version of Figure 3 concept); or fixing of rocks to the face of the weir (with rebar and chemical resin) as direct 

replacement for the low-cost baffles. 
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Figure 5 Conceptual diagram of baffles and pre-barrage easement for improved fish passage at The Pool offtake weir. Not to Scale. For illustrative purposes only, survey of 

levels and proper design required. 
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5.0 Making it Happen 

The next step should be consultation with stakeholders over the above 

suggestions to gain approval in principle. The ideas could then be developed 

further, following the required survey works.  
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7.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss 

or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other 

person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon 

guidance made in this report. 


